HAVE THE FREEBIE MAGAZINES GONE TOO FAR?
Drugs in dentistry

Drugs in Dentistry: An essential update is a half-day course run by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow. Topics will include an update on a new dental prescribing app and the latest on bisphosphonates.

Date: 1.30pm, Friday 16 November 2012.
Venue: Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow, 232-242 St Vincent Street, G2 5RJ.
Book: Online at http://rcp.sg/events or by contacting Melanie Chambers at melanie.chambers@rcpsg.ac.uk or 0141 241 6251.
Fees: Full £55 DCP; £15 • Fellow/Member: £20 Trainee/AHP: £25

Useful Addresses

FGDP(UK) Scotland www.fgdp-scotland.org
c/o Suite 102
Central Chambers
50 Wellington Street
Glasgow
G2 6HJ
t 07717198367
e events@fgdp-scotland.org

FGDP(UK) www.fgdp.org.uk
The Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh
35-43 Lincolns Inn Fields
London WC2A 3PE
t 020 7869 6754
f 020 7869 6765
e fgdp@rcseng.ac.uk

In the meantime FGDP(UK) Scotland would like to get together with other quality providers of dental CPD within Scotland. We'll highlight the work you do in our twice-yearly CPD newsletter and intend to circulate it free to all dentists in Scotland. In this edition you'll find details of the Scottish Endodontic Study Group, Glasgow Odontological Society and The ITI study group. All of these groups have been working away in the background below the radar of the freebie dental press providing excellent CPD for dentists.

In fact if there are any other like-minded groups that would like to get involved with us, we would be delighted for you to get on board. You can send us your timetables, contact details or any stories of dental interest. We will not charge groups for their articles to promote their study groups. There will be no product driven articles planted by trade companies.

We hope to make a difference. We are certainly going to give it a shot!

Contact details

FGDP(UK) Scotland contacts

East of Scotland
Mark McCutcheon
mccutcheonrm7@bt.com

North of Scotland
Aidan McKenna
aidanmckenna@hotmail.com

West of Scotland
Conor O’Malley
conoromalley@mac.com

Let us know what you think by emailing events@fgdp-scotland.org or using the contact details on page 2. If you received this newsletter but your colleagues or friends haven’t just let us know and we’ll add them to the mailing list.
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Mouth Cancer Awareness Month

November 2012

Plans are now well under way for a pilot scheme to publicise Mouth Cancer Awareness Month and the part dentists can play to inform the public about reducing the risks.

Practice pilot scheme
The idea of running a pilot for MCAM started with a conversation between Ben Walton Trust founder Mike Walton and his dentist Jonny Hiscocks. Jonny suggested that he do a treatment for Mike for free, on the basis that he donated the cost of the treatment to The Trust. Both the treatment and the donation were easy and painless! In 2011, FGDP(UK) Scotland chose the Trust as their charity for 2011-2012 and decided to run a pilot version of the ‘donation for a treatment’ idea. Dentists involved in the project are trying out different options to involve patients in a donation for a treatment scheme. These involve carrying out a treatment or a number of treatments during November for which the patient donates the fee to The Trust, rather than to the practice. An alternative method would see an agreed percentage of the treatment fees being donated with patients being encouraged to donate a similar treatment. At the same time plans are now well under way for a pilot scheme to publicise Mouth Cancer Awareness Month and the part dentists can play to inform the public about reducing the risks.

Mouth cancer rates rising
When the Ben Walton Trust started in 1996 the incidence of oral cancer (now known as mouth cancer) was around 3,000 new cases diagnosed in the UK each year. These cases were generally later-middle aged men with heavy smoking and drinking habits. The latest figures, for 2009, reported 6,236 new cases, with a male/female incidence of 19:10. 25% of these cases are under 45 and in the younger age group, alcohol and tobacco are not implicated. It is an increasing and worrying problem. The aim as with all cancers is to make rapid diagnosis and get to treatment as soon as possible. Dentists have always made the running in getting people up to speed with awareness issues and we’re very grateful for your support in helping with this initiative.

The Ben Walton Trust is looking for practices in the north and north east of Scotland to get involved in our November pilot scheme. If you are interested please contact Andrew Miller at events@fgdp-scotland.org or Liz Grant at liz.grant@ggc.scot.nhs.uk.

Golf with the WDGC
You thought you’d seen it all at Medinah but it was really just the warm up!

This November the Western Dental Golf Club will send a team to West Palm Beach in Florida for a match against the United States Dental Golf Association. The Club enjoys a full fixture list from May through to September and recently enjoyed its traditional autumn weekend at Tain Golf Club. 30 members enjoyed a couple of days of fine weather, good company and at times some good golf. The WDGC was formed in 1928 from the golfing section of The Glasgow Odontological Society and has a membership of up to 100 dentists. For membership details please visit www.wdgc.co.uk.

Cost-effective Practical Dentistry
Finding quality CPD can often be very hit and miss. Should you opt for free seminars run by companies or high-quality events run by dentists? Is ticking the box as important as keeping the brain ticking over?

There is plenty of thought-provoking, career-building professional development out there. From long-established societies to organisations still cutting their baby teeth, the options are many and varied. Dentists have always made the running in getting people up to speed with awareness issues and we’re very grateful for your support in helping with this initiative.

The Ben Walton Trust is looking for practices in the north and north east of Scotland to get involved in our November pilot scheme. If you are interested please contact Andrew Miller at events@fgdp-scotland.org or Liz Grant at liz.grant@ggc.scot.nhs.uk.

The Scottish Endodontic Study Group
The SESG is a new kid on the block. Formed in 2011 to satisfy the thirst for endodontic knowledge in Scottish dental community, its membership is building gradually. The SESG is open to anyone who would like to advance their knowledge in the field of endodontics and how it relates to clinical practice. Why is endodontic intervention a primary consideration when treatment planning many cases? How can timely endodontic intervention improve the health and well-being of your patient? How can I improve my endodontic outcomes? What are the most predictable methods for post-endodontic restoration? Find the answers to these questions by visiting www.sesg.org.uk and signing up for a series of talks and events.

The Glasgow Odontological Society
The venerable old lady of dental societies has been promoting the advancement of dentistry and the highest standards of patient care since 1902. The Society meets six times a year from October to March, usually on the third Tuesday evening in the month from 7.30 pm and also hosts an excellent formal annual dinner in February. Membership is just £20 and evenings generally qualify for CPD. Find out more at www.glasgowodontologicalsociety.com.

CPD dates for your diary
Aberdeen, 8 November 2012
Topic: Implant surgery aesthetic implant placement led by Colin Campbell
Venue: Queens Cross Dental Practice, 80 Carden Place, Aberdeen, AB10 1UL
To book your place: Contact Dawn Stevens (Practice Manager) 01224 638 889

Glasgow, 26 November 2012
Topic: The design and execution of maxillary full-arch implant based restorations led by Anthony Summervell
Venue: Marriott Hotel (Waverley Suite), 500 Argyle Street, Glasgow, G3 8RR
To reserve a place: Contact Colin Bums, 0141 959 4351 (Practice), 07515 394 940 (Mobile)

ITI study clubs in Aberdeen and Glasgow

The International Team for Implantology (ITI) is a unique network that unites professionals around the world from every field of implant dentistry and related tissue regeneration. As an independent academic association, ITI actively promotes networking and exchange among its membership. Get in touch with study club organisers to find out more about membership and events.
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Glasgow-based dentist Mike Blackie’s Olympic journey began in 2010. Two years later he found himself replacing the crowns of a Greek fencer, rubbing shoulders with Amir Khan and appearing on Olympic Broadcast TV.

It all began when Mike was emailed by Tony Clough, the head of London 2012’s dentistry team. With a background in sports medicine and coaching he was an ideal candidate. He passed his volunteer interview in October 2011 and then embarked on the volunteer induction process. At times, though, he questioned his decision to be a Games Maker.

In the lead up to London 2012 volunteers were asked to go to London at least three times for orientation, role-specific and venue-specific training. Travelling up and down at his own expense required considerable commitment and once he found himself stranded by snow at Glasgow Airport. However, once the Games began, all of the doubts disappeared.

“If Glasgow 2014 is even half as good it will be amazing. I think we’ll put on a great show and we’ll be able to make a few recommendations on the dental side to help build on what we did in London. Then there’s always Rio in 2016!”

Mike was allocated a dental role at ExCeL, where the blood and combat sports of Boxing, Taekwondo, Wrestling, Judo and Fencing took centre stage. Initially he was based in the fencing arena with a general medical support role in boxing. In the second week he manned the taekwondo arena and got to know kick-ass Golden girl Jade Jones and her British teammates.

Each sport left its mark. The boxing arena was a cauldron of emotion and noise, awash with a sea of emerald-clad Irish fans cheering on their heroes Katie Taylor and John Joe Nevin. It also brought him encounters with boxing greats Amir Khan and Lennox Lewis and saw appearances by a cast of political ‘heavyweights’ including David Cameron. Witnessing wrestling contests was like being transported to the gladiatorial contests of a Roman amphitheatre. Bouts pitted opponents in blustering battles of raw energy that resulted in gouged eyes, cracked crowns and cauliflower ears.

The fencing pistes, lit by high energy music, saw fencers, lit like catwalks and backed by fancy dress, at the athletes’ ‘memories wall’. The fencing pistes, lit like catwalks and backed by high energy music, saw fencers, lit like catwalks and backed by fancy dress, at the athletes’ ‘memories wall’. The visit gave Mike the chance to take in the sights of the Athletes’ Village. He walked past accommodation blocks bedecked in the flags of each competing nation and got to know kick-ass Golden girl Jade Jones and her British teammates.

The camaraderie that Mike enjoyed with his fellow Games Makers typified the feel-good factor that swept the country during the Olympic and Paralympic Games. They shared gruelling twelve hour shifts and witnessed moments of sporting greatness. His team’s emergency stretcher practice was one of the most symbolic moments of Olympic Broadcast TV.

He also worked alongside a man who became one of the most poignant figures of the Games, Andrew Hartle is an A&E specialist who treated victims of the 7/7 bombings in Edgware Road. His chance encounter on the tube with Seb Coe became one of the most symbolic moments of London 2012 – reported worldwide and quoted by Coe at the Paralympic closing ceremony. For Mike, volunteering brought access to superb sport and unforgettable memories, for Hartle it brought closure.

And what next? “I definitely found it hard to adjust when the Olympic bubble burst. The long hours, combined with the excitement and intensity of the event left me feeling inspired but a wee bit jetlagged.” Mike has already been approached to give feedback which will help shape the dental team at the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games. So two years from now he could be doing it all over again.

Mike Blackie and Amir Khan

Mike and Vasiliki, Greek fencer and dental student

Paralympic closing ceremony. For Mike, volunteering brought access to superb sport and unforgettable memories, for Hartle it brought closure.

Inspired by Mike’s story? If you would like to be part of Glasgow 2014, as a member of the dental team or as one of 15,000 Games Time volunteers, simply visit frontrunners.glasgow2014.com and sign up to receive volunteer alerts. Alternatively, keep an eye out for the Games Time volunteer adverts. Interviews will be conducted between April and December 2013 with the action starting on 29 July 2014.

Mike Blackie runs The Park Practice in Glasgow’s west end. A keen sportsman and rugby coach, a number of his patients include players from Glasgow Warriors.
Case study presentation winners

Part of the rite of passage for all west of Scotland VDPs is the case study presentation. This year there were a large number of impressive cases, presented with insight and understanding.

FGDP(UK) Scotland is proud to be associated with the VDP programme and awards prizes to the dentists who are judged to have presented the best case studies. We're delighted to be able to reward young dentists for their commitment and hard work. This year winners chose between a cash prize or attendance at the study day. In 2013, all winners will get a free place at the study day before going head-to-head for the overall prize.

Congratulations!

The British Medical Dental Careers Fair brought more than 1,000 young dentists to Glasgow in March this year.

Presentations included the benefits of overseas placements, the future of NHS dentistry and how to craft the perfect CV.

This year's British Medical Dental Careers Fair was held at Glasgow University's prestigious Hunter Halls on 3 March 2012. It brought together an impressive array of students, physicians, dental surgeons and medical experts. The key to the Fair's success is to combine thought-provoking content with advice on how to build careers. Led by Bilal Aslam-Pervez, the organizing committee provided low-cost admission to delegates - a pleasant surprise in these times of austerity - and access to more than 30 companies and organisations in the trade exhibition.

High quality content

The Fair provided an ideal opportunity for specialists to reciprocate ideas and pose challenging questions. Audiences heard innovative guests like Serpil Djemal, Professor Richard Welbury and Laura Mitchell shed light upon their respective fields including the pivotal future of NHS dentistry. Medical presentations ranged from gynaecology to radiology and psychiatry. There was also useful advice on funding, training and courses. The VT presentation also gave invaluable tips for final year students and advice about foundation training.

Planning CVs and foreign work trips

For those embarking on new careers, one lecture focused on CV presentation and interview skills. Outlining a good resume can be many people's weak point so delegates learned how to produce an eye-catching CV and the techniques to prepare for nerve-inducing interviews.

For anyone contemplating employment abroad, presenters offered a variety of inducements to ponder on. Amy Bailey related valuable experience and knowledge to help prepare people for a fresh start in Australia. Her travel savvy and description of the appeal of great salaries and working conditions for dental surgeons certainly added to the allure of a leap to the 'land down under!'

Support from the Colleges and trade companies

The Fair drew support from 30 very diverse organisations including the three Royal Colleges, the BDA and Projects Abroad which offers generic overseas placements for vocational volunteers. Delegates had an opportunity to network and exchange ideas over a coffee. It was an ideal opportunity for fledgling doctors to mingle with some of the distinguished speakers.

Organiser Bilal Aslam-Pervez told CPD Scotland 'Rubbing shoulders with our lecturers was not only educational; it also helped people think more clearly about their objectives. In a frequently expanding world the Careers Fair helped everyone to keep up with the latest developments. A day spent around organisations in the trade exhibition.

The next Careers Fair is in 2014, with the aim to hold the event in Manchester/Birmingham to attract a greater audience from the UK and the EU. Please go to www.mdcareersfair.com for further updates.
DR. DRILL RETURNS, STUNNED BY HIS FAILURE WITH DOC HOLLIDAY

HOW WAS YOUR HOLIDAY?...CUPCAKE?

STIFMYCZ GET ME MY PUBLICIST!

OK. IT'S A MEDIA BLITZ – WE WANT BLANKET COVERAGE. SUMMON THE TROOPS!

TO BE CONTINUED...

CAN I HAVE YOUR AUTOGRAPH PLEASE, DR DRILL?

BUT THEY'RE NOT FANS DR DRILL. THEY'RE CALLED PATIENTS

WHAT ARE WE GOING TO TALK ABOUT?

MY SUCCESSES, MY AWARDS...

RIGHT, YOU'RE TWEETING, YOU'RE BLOGGING AND YOU'RE ON DAYBREAK.

DON'T YOU GET IT – I NEED TO CONNECT WITH MY FANS

THE STORY SO FAR...

Dr. Drill The Finale will be released in December at the Study Day and online at FGDPScotland.org
Early bird ends 12 November
CPDA approved for NHS dentists

Two world-class programmes focusing on practical skills and the latest techniques

Glasgow Science Centre 7th December 2012

incorporating...

ENDODONTICS for dentists
Presented by
Kishor Gulabivala - Eastman
& Stephane Simon - Paris

ORAL MEDICINE for DCPs
Led by
Saman Warnakulasuriya - King’s College London
& Graham Ogden - Dundee

Find out more and book now to get the best rates at fgdp-scotland.org

Don’t miss Scotland’s leading educational study day, jointly organised by FGDP(UK) Scotland and the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow. Fees include six hours of CPDA, a trade show, a three-course lunch and drinks reception.